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Abstract. Digital video databases have become more pervasive and finding video clips quickly
in large databases becomes a major challenge. Due to the nature of video, accessing contents
of video is difficult and time-consuming. With content-based video systems today, there exists
a significant gap between the user’s information and what the system can deliver. Therefore,
enabling intelligent means of interpretation on visual content, semantics annotation and re-
trieval are important topics of research. In this paper, we consider semantic interpretation
of the contents as annotation tags for video clips, giving a retrieval-driven and application-
oriented semantics extraction, annotation and retrieval model for video database management
system. This system design employs an algorithm on objects’ relation and it can reveal the
semantics defined with fast real-time computation.

Keywords: multimedia database system, extraction, semantics annotation, semantics-based
retrieval

1. Introduction

The rapid growth and wide application of video databases lead to challenge
of fast video data retrieval upon user’s query. Through surveying a variety
of users of multimedia databases systems, Rowe et al. (L. A. Rowe, J. S.
Boreczky and C. A. Eads, 1994) characterized the types of video queries and
identified the following “indexes” that should be associated with the video
data in order to satisfy the queries:

1. Bibliographic data: This category contains information about the entire
video (e.g. title, source, abstract, subject and genre etc.) and the individ-
uals involved with the production of the video.

2. Structure data: Structure data is hierarchical description of the video, such
as movie, segment, scene and shot.

3. Semantics and content data: Video contains visual content and audio con-
tent. Users of video retrieval system want to find video clips with query
on the semantic content of the video. Or given a sketch with description
of color, shape, etc, the video database system can retrieve the video with
visual similarity.
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In current video database systems, videos are often queried based on visual
similarity, which is calculated from low-level features on images, such as
color, shape, texture, motion, histogram, etc. Some recent research work is
using spatial and temporal information or working on specific categories of
videos to provide content-based retrieval. (Chang, Chen, Meng, etc, 1997)(Ye-
ung, Yeo, and Liu, 1996)(Huang, Liu, and Rosenberg, 1999). Those methods
are successful in providing visual content of the video. However, in most
situations, they can not reflect enough semantic information of the video,
which the video database users are more concerning about.

The semantic description is the corresponding data abstractions to repre-
sent the video, instead of visual content, as textual descriptions a car is run-
ning by a tree. Ideally, the video will be automatically annotated as a result of
machine interpretation. However, such data abstractions may not be feasible
in practice in that: for a special video clip, different users may have different
semantics interpretations because of varieties in education backgrounds and
objects interested. At the same time, these abstractions are determined manu-
ally. Manually annotating semantics on video clips, with low successful ratio
and low retrieval speed, limits applications of video databases. Automatic
generation of such descriptions assists not only in building query languages
that enable efficient storage and retrieval based on visual content of video,
but also in managing and manipulating individual video clips for multime-
dia applications. Consequently, when larger databases of video are involved,
automatic extraction of video semantic information becomes crucial.

In this paper, a video database system design for automatic semantics
extraction, semantics-based video annotation and retrieval with textual tags is
proposed. The semantic extraction is retrieval-driven, which means new tags
are generated through user’s query. Considering the case that different people
may have various understanding and descriptions on the same video clip, we
develop this model with flexibility in giving different textual descriptions for
the same content of one video clip. This information is derived from objective
description, instead of personal feelings. Annotation with multiple tags also
avoids possible real-time computation on low-level image features, which
fastens the query procedure.

The paper is organized as the following: in Section 2, background and
some related work is given. In Section 3, first an image/video retrieval pro-
totype is described, from which our system design is derived. Then, we in-
troduce the structure of our system design for semantics-based annotation
and retrieval and how its components interact with each other. To evaluate
our system, as an example, an algorithm for track detection is proposed in
Section 4. Our methodology and procedures of solving the problem are also
illustrated. The experiment shows good performance in Section 5. At the end
of this paper, we mention some issues about this system design and future
research work in Section 6.
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2. Related work

Before exploring semantic analysis on video, it is worthwhile to define some
terms used here.

1. Video shot: an unbroken sequence of frames recorded from a single cam-
era.

2. Key frame: the frame which can represent the salient content of a shot.
Depending on the content complexity of a shot, one or more key-frames
can be extracted.

3. Video scene: a collection of semantically related and temporally adjacent
shots, depicting and conveying a high-level concept of story.

2.1. CLUSTERING AND BROWSING

In video and film, a story is told by the presentation of the images of time. It is
built of shots and groups of shots are concatenated to form a depiction of the
three-dimension event. To reflect the semantics inside video, global brows-
ing and analysis among video shots are required. The first step in achieving
concatenating shots is to label shots with a description of the content of the
shot.

After giving labels to video shots, time-constrained clustering has been
developed to compute the hierarchical structure of certain types of video con-
tent (Yeung and Yeo, 1996). Typically, a video that tells a story is composed
of a sequence of story units denoted by U1, U2, . . . , Un . Story units are the
interesting objects extracted from the shots. The story takes place in a small
number of locales: d1, d2, . . . , dl , which are the backgrounds of the shots.
Then, if fact that story unit Ui takes place in the locale d j is denoted by Ui 2
d j , this expression can be replaced by a character, for example A, the structure
of the video may look like as the following:

U1 2 d3;U2 2 d1;U3 2 d4;:::;Un 2 d3:

Therefore, an algorithm can find meaningful story units by examining the
sequence of labels of shots and identifies the sequences of labels. Different
expressions like Ui 2 d j have different labels unless they have the same story
units and locales. Consider a video sequence of 10 shots labeled as follows:

A;B;A;C;D;F;C;G;D;F:

The first story unit has to contain the first shot as well as the last shot which
have the same label as the first shot. Furthermore, it may contain the interme-
diate shots. This process of inclusion can be recursively applied to successive
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shots in the story unit until the last shot in the first story unit has been reached.
The algorithm operates in O.S/time, where S is the number of shots. Based
on the concatenation of a story unit, users can browse the video easily. In
(Y. Rui, T. S. Huang and S. Mehrotra, 1999), a semantic structure for video
browsing and retrieval: table-of-content is proposed. The table-of-content is
like the content of a book, which is at the scene-level.

The current research achievements in video browsing give the users a
semantic structure of the video analysis. However, the interpretation of the
video at the shot level is left for the users themselves. At the same time,
how to concatenate shot to form story unit and how to find locales are also
problems under investigation.

2.2. MODELING OF TEMPORAL EVENTS

In addition to segmenting a video into larger units, such as story units, label-
ing sequences can be used to recognize dialogue and action events. Using the
degree of repetition or the lack of repetition in a sequence of labels, one can
classify the video sequence into one of three categories: dialogues, actions,
and others (Yeung and Yeo, 1996).

For dialogue video clip, models can be constructed to capture the repeti-
tive nature of two dominant shots while incorporating the possibility of noise
label. A noise label could represent a shot in the local area where the dialogue
takes place, but it could also represent some other shot. Consider an example
of a video sequence of 22 shots with the following label sequence:

A;B;A;X;Y;Z;A;B;A;B;A;B;C;D;E;F;E;D;E;G;H;I:

Here the labels are derived from visual data content of the shots. Hence, shots
with the same label are likely to contain the same object and background.
The label sub-sequence A;B;A;B;A;B characterizes a dialogue in which
there is no noise label. The sub-sequence D;E;F;E;D;E also characterize
dialogue in which label F is a “noise” label.

An action event represents exciting action sequences in action movies. An
action sequence in motion pictures or video is characterized by a progressive
presentation of shots with contrasting visual data content to express the sense
of fast movement and to achieve a strong emotional impact. This type of
sequence of shots would most likely to be found in a scene where there is a
rapid unfolding of the story. It would also happen where the camera is not
fixed at a location or in the following events, there is a significant amount of
object movement. In such a sequence, there is typically little or no recurrence
of shots taken from the same camera or the same person or background locale.

However, since dialogue and action events constitute about 50% to 70% of
each video in general, differentiate only dialogue or action or others is coarse
to video queries from users.
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Figure 1. The function and structure of VIMS system

3. Structure of our model

3.1. AN PROTOTYPE FOR IMAGE/VIDEO RETRIEVAL

The current technique on retrieving a video is to divide the video hierarchi-
cally and index terms to the video clips, based on image matching techniques.
Indexing are the low-level features extracted from the key-frames in the video
clip, such as: shape, color, motion, etc. Through the comparison of features
extracted with the video query, the system would retrieve the correspond-
ing images or video clips as queried. Fig. 1 illustrates the VIMS (Video
Information Management System) prototype as the core of Grand Challenge
application (Lee, Li and Xiong, 1997).

The first task to be done on a raw video is to partition it into units, which
facilitates later retrieval. The partition process involves boundary detection
between uninterrupted segments – shots and scenes, and selection of ideal
key-frames or construction of a key-frame, such as mosaic (Irani, Anandan
and Hsu, 1995) to present the shots. We extract important features from key-
frames and denote them as indexes, such as motion, color, shape, texture
and color histogram, etc. Content-based image retrieval can be carried out by
flexible image matching between the linear sketch and the abstract images in
the pictorial index. As image matching for image/video database and content-
based retrieval are based on visual similarity, they are meaningless in some
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Figure 2. Semantic description model with flexibility

sense to users. For example, if the end user gives a text query: A red car is
running by a tree, we can simply view those videos in the video databases
one by one to find the video clips according to the query.

3.2. STRUCTURE DESIGN

Currently, textual tags on the content are attached to the shots and they have
to be done manually with the aid of a computer, which is time-consuming
and inaccurate, especially for a large digital library or a special video with
more than one meanings. How to automatically analysis the content is cru-
cial. It is also important that the text description of the attributes should at
least partially reflect the characteristics of non-text multimedia data types.
Therefore, we formalize the following problem and design a system to solve
this problem.

Problem 1. How to find a procedure for automatic semantics extraction of
video and use this semantic description as an index for retrieval?

The obstacle of constructing a system of dealing with semantic description
annotation and retrieval is the temporal information hidden in the videos. To
address flexibility without the burden of preprocessing steps, we develop the
method on low-level features and object extraction/recognition techniques.
Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of our model.

To reveal the temporal information, we use the temporal diagram with
different information on the arcs for different hierarchical video. Refer to
Fig. 3 for detailed information.
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Figure 3. Temporal diagram for hierarchical video with different information

We build one temporal diagram for the entire video with links to other
videos who have the same or similar bibliographic data. In this temporal di-
agram, each component represents one temporal diagram for a scene, where
the arcs between two scenes represent the relationship between these two
scenes in one cluster. For each scene, we also have a temporal diagram, where
every components is a shot in this scene. For every shot, the components
represent objects in the shot. Depending on the assumption in the following
subsection, we construct the temporal diagram for a shot and give the di-
rection of recording and position relation on the arcs. Using such low-level
features and relative temporal position diagram, we can add textual descrip-
tion to this shot/scene. Since different people have different descriptions on
one shot/scene, we use an array to store the descriptions. Searching video
with textual description can be converted to searching text tags in the arrays
if the tags are available. Otherwise, the video system will run the procedure
again to find video clips according to the new video query and save the query
to the corresponding shots/scene’s text description array for future references.

4. Running procedure and characteristics

Refer to Fig. 2, part of the system design is the image retrieval model based
on the VIMS prototype (Lee, Li and Xiong, 1997). Building on this, we
gain the semantic description system by adding structures to reveal temporal
information: text description array and relative position diagram.
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4.1. RUNNING PROCEDURE

For a video, the system is running as follows. From the results of the scene
change phase (segmentation), shots and scenes are got. Then, we get low
level features extracted from the key-frames in the shots. With the techniques
of object recognition (Xu, Wu and Ma, 1999) (Yang and Wu, 1997), we can
extract the objects according to the template in the image sample database
and the viewing direction to this object. The corresponding tag for a shot will
consist of a list of objects’ names and visual attributes in this shot.

From the informal definition of shots, which is a sequence of images cap-
tured by a camera within one move, we know that in one shot, the possibility
of appearance of two or more objects in the same classification and same
low-level features is much small. Therefore, one assumption is got here first.

Assumption 1. In one shot, if two objects are recognized as the same kind
of objects and they have the same low-level features after rotating camera
position, and if they do not appear in one frame at the same time, we can
assume that the objects are the same with the same name.

At first, we go one way like the VIMS. Then, we have the low-level
features extracted from the key-frames. Based on techniques of object recog-
nition and the assumption we made before, object tags, object boundary and
viewing directions are recorded.

Secondly, for the retrieval part, user queries can be divided into three cat-
egories. If the query is about low-level image feature or global viewing of
the video, the system can automatically extract the attributes from previously
saved tags or present the structural information. If the query is about a named
object, this information can also be extracted quickly from object name tags,
as what relational database does in text matching. The low-level description
retrieval can be executed by part of the model using the same techniques and
algorithms. For query with semantics, the following procedure is employed.
Every time when a user queries a video clip with text, the system will first go
to the textual description array to find whether those text descriptions of this
shot/scene will satisfy the query. If yes, the appropriate video clip is found.
If no such tag is found, the system to run again to find appropriate video
clip. Since the tag information is built from users’ query, the system is self-
adaptive because those tags queried frequently are retrieved frequently and
they can be given higher priority. Every time, the system will record the query
after computation into the array for future retrieval.

From the interfaces among the blocks of our model, we provide Fig. 4 to
illustrate the global view.
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Figure 4. Interfaces of different blocks in our model

4.2. OBJECT TRACKING TECHNIQUES WITH SEMANTIC DESCRIPTION

The key techniques of this system are to define the semantics and the infor-
mation needed to construct it.

From normal knowledge, we know that a still object, like tree, hill or
building can not move, therefore, we can give the motion definition like this:

Definition 1. An object is in motion means that there is a change of the
relative positions between this object with a still object.

Thus, we can use change of position to detect the track of one object or
the motion information. The procedure of getting such semantics description
for the video requires the shape information like rectangular boundaries of
objects and relative positions of the edges of rectangular boundaries for all
the objects in a video shot. Here, we use the direction information and object
recognition to reveal the object’s track. Refer to Fig. 5 as an illustration.

For every object in a frame, we can construct a grid based on its rect-
angular boundaries. For object i , we divide the frame into 9 rectangular ar-
eas. Here, we use four values to present its four rectangular boundaries: left
boundary (lb), right boundary (rb), top boundary (tb) and bottom boundary
(bb). Therefore, if we use a ordered set to represent the position information
for object A in frame i ,

Ai D flbA;rbA;tbA;bbAg:

For object B in frame i , we have

Bi D flbB;rbB;tbB;bbBg:
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Figure 5. Revealing track and motion vector by direction information

There are three possibilities of relative positions of A and B:

1. A is in B or B is in A,

2. A and B do not cover each other,

3. A and B have some common areas.

We can use set operation to classify the relative positions: the first case is
held if

lbA < lbB < rbB < rbA and bbA < bbB < tbB < tbA

or
lbB < lbA < rbA < rbB and bbB < bbA < tbA < tbB

The second case holds when

1. B is above A: tbA < bbB ,

2. A is above B: tbB < bbA,

3. A is left to B: rbA < lbB ,

4. B is left to A: rbB < lbA.

While for the third case, the unequal equations are used to describe the
relative positions. For the areas divided by object A, we describe relative
position of object B by using such information. However, the last table of
relative position for object A and B can be simplified by using Karnaugh
Map method:

1. B is in area 1: tbA < bbB and rbB < lbA,
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2. B is in area 2: tbA < bbB , lbA < lbB , and rbB < rbA,

3. B is in area 3: tbA < bbB and rbA < lbB ,

4. B is in area 4: tbB < bbA, bbA < bbB , and rbB < lbA,

5. B is in area 5: lbA < lbB < rbB < rbA and bbA < bbB < tbB < tbA

6. B is in area 6: bbA < bbB < tbB < tbA and rbA < lbB

7. B is in area 7: tbB < bbA and rbB < lbA,

8. B is in area 8: lbB < lbA < rbA < rbB and tbB < bbA

9. B is in area 9: tbB < bbA and rbA < lbB .

While for other occasions when object B covers more than one areas
divided by object A, we also have such inequalities to describe it. For the
object we are interested in, we convert the viewing directions and record the
relative position information to the arcs in the temporal diagram of the shot.
Such that, if we view object A in a certain direction in frame i , while for
frame i C 1, the viewing direction is changed by fi angle. Therefore, for the
frame i C 1, we convert all the position information by multiplexing cosfi.
And then, we record the new temporal information in the temporal diagram.

When we give the relative position of the objects in frame i and frame
i C 1, we can derive the motion vector. Therefore, if we know the relative
position is changed between object i and object j , and object j is a still
object, we will conclude that object i is moving past object j with motion
vector: V D fVx;Vyg.

Besides retrieval, this technique can be applied in real-time computation
to detect the objects track to find which one is in usual action and which one
is not. It can be applied in monitoring system.

Another retrieval method works as the following. If we denote the object
that we are concerned with as the main object, we can denote other objects
in this shot as background. Therefore, since for every shot we have chosen
the main object and the background, we can use this information to describe
whether this shot is similar to another shot or not. Labels can be assigned for
the shot. We add more information to classify videos. We consider that each
shot i has a set Si containing its objects.

Si D fObject1i;Object2i;:::;Objectnig:

If the number of the same objects in two shots, that is, the number of the
objects of the intersection of the object sets of two shots, exceeds a threshold
defined, we can say that these two shots are in the same scene.
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That is, for

Sj D fObject1 j;Object2 j;:::;Objectmjg:

The intersection is:

Si

\
Sj D fObject1;Object2;:::;Objectkg:

If k is more than the threshold, cluster Si and Sj are put into the same
scene. In a special case, a dialogue can be recognized if the exclusive object
set is: fAg;fBg;fAg;fBg, etc, that is,

Si ¡ S i

\
Sj D fAg:

and
Sj ¡ S i

\
Sj D fBg:

We know that this kind of video is dialogue while the two persons are A
and B. Using set operation, for consequent shots, we use intersection to find
which object appears and which object disappears. For example, Si and SiC 1

are two sets for two consequent shots.

Si D fObject1i;Object2i;:::;Objectnig:

SiC 1 D fObject1iC 1;Object2iC 1;:::;ObjectniC 1g:

Then, the objects appear are in the set of:

Si ¡ S i

\
SiC 1:

while the objects disappear are in the set of:

SiC 1 ¡ S i

\
SiC 1:

Any functions on semantics description for video defined can be added
to this model. Such as: object i track, classification of a certain video clip,
object i speed, object i appears, etc. Indeed, we can get the semantic descrip-
tion by real-time computation on these information got. We will see that this
model not only reveals the information such as dialogue, action, but also other
information such as motion, moving, object track, etc.

4.3. SYSTEM PROPERTIES

1. Because the system design is based on traditional image searching model,
it can be compatible to traditional image searching and matching. The
system supports different levels of query, from image matching to se-
mantics retrieval. Semantics can vary with more definitions.
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2. The system is also application-oriented. The model allows additions of
any semantics description function to calculate solutions.

3. The automatic semantics-based annotation and retrieval provide efficiency
to users than manual annotation. For manual annotation, only one or few
tags are added and it is error-prone for user’s query.

4. The model we give here is a retrieval-driven system design. The system
can derive different information from the same video clip with different
video queries. The semantics extraction is derived from computation on
relation among objects. For different queries, object can be varied in the
same shot, even in the same frame. The computation in the system is done
only when it is needed.

5. The computation results are saved after each query. With the same query,
tag can be retrieved quickly without computation on relative positions
among interesting objects, which save much time. Due to the application
property, the system keeps the semantic tags for video with its popularity.
For the most accessed tag, it is saved in the array and will be matched first
for user’s query.

5. Experimental results

¡ The pre-processing part: We showed part of system to illustrate seman-
tics annotation and retrieval. Pre-processing extracts key-frames, index
tags and record viewing direction and the objects’ rectangular bound-
aries.

¡ The performance: A user interface is shown in Fig. 6. To avoid trouble
of directing correct query, for example, “A car is running by a tree”
and “Car is moving around a tree” have the same semantics interpreta-
tion, the system normalizes the user query by listing the main object,
relative object and then asking the user to choose one of the semantic
descriptions on the interaction of these objects.

The system checks the existing tags for the query. If there exists the same
tag, relevant video clips are retrieved out. Otherwise, the system will use tags
with “car” and “tree” to check motion on our departmental digital library.
The semantics description for video clip used is: “A car is running by a tree”.
Fig. 7 lists films found matching the query. Fig. 8 shows frames found in one
of the candidate films.
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Figure 6. User interface design

Figure 7. Retrieving result

6. Conclusion

Semantic description model for video contents can be of tremendous com-
mercial value. In this paper, we propose a general semantic-based annotation,
retrieval system design for video databases. It provides easier retrieval and
objective results for users to query. And the real-time computation can be
negligible and acceptable for a large digital library.

Further research could be on how to retrieve those video clips required
by semantic description and transfer video through the Internet. On-line pro-
viding semantics structure of video in streaming VoD service for browsing
is more attractive to users under limited bandwidth. We will apply our tech-
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Figure 8. Searching result

niques (Li, Liu and Ahmad, 1999)(Li. etc, 1999)(Liu, Lee and Li, 1999) to
this problem, combining the techniques mentioned in this paper.
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